
Integrated Care Programme, Older Persons (ICP OP)
Learning Evaluation: Service Improvement Workshops
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Background and purpose

- 3 Service Improvement Workshops held across the country  

- Model described as being ‘’key to driving the improvement agenda’’

- Evaluation conducted to…

- Consider experience of the model from perspective of key 
personnel who would have participated

- Inform ICP OP approach to engaging with older people and other 
key stakeholders
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Approach – Qualitative 
- 3 focus groups 

- Sligo: 6 participants (3 HSE, 3 O.P)

- Waterford: 11 participants (2 HSE, 1 Co Co, 2 NGO, 6 O.P)

- Dublin: 8 participants (1 HSE, 2 Co Co, 1 NGO, 4 O.P)

- 10 interviews 

- HSE

- Co Co

- NGO

- Service user
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Overall

- Confirmation that there is very significant value to be gained from this type of 
investment.

- Value in ‘engagement’ + Value of co-production both recognised.

- Evidence of investment having led to both intangible and tangible ‘results’.

- These Workshops are an ‘investment’ – an investment for all stakeholders. So 
they will need to be invested in. A lot learned from each of the three 
Workshops.

…The ‘small things’ in particular really matter…
…Tone / atmosphere counts for so much.

- Learning as we go…Few templates for this.

- Scope for further enhancements and opportunity to make future engagement 
sessions better and more effective.
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Outcomes

Both ‘Process’ and ‘Product’ related outcomes

- Demonstrated that this Workshop model – with good planning and strong follow 
up – can be a key underpinning for the improvement agenda.

- Co-production is a ‘big ambition’ - but workshops have demonstrated that it can be 
achieved. Now need to deepen the good practice and scale it across.

- Networking of two key networks. Required improvements (or sought after 
engagement) can’t be achieved by HSE alone. 

- Demonstrated that lots of agencies have a role to play in achieving integrated care.

- Energy / Belief / Optimism…! ‘’That was a great session…I can see this going 
somewhere.’’ Emerging template for Cork and others to follow.

Challenge…Now that interest has been peaked / expectation in place…’’Must be 
follow through!’’...Otherwise….’’Can’t lift our expectation and then fall short…Lack 
of follow up…can cause more harm than were ‘they’ to have done nothing.’’
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Challenges

- Managing what went before

- Matching location of Service Improvement Workshop with service experience 
of those participating 

- Venues

- Timing

- Ambition 

- Facilitating ‘good’ engagement

- Access

- ‘’Packing it all in’’
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Key success factors
- Local ‘ownership’ with local leaders taking responsibility for Workshop design, planning 

and follow up action.

- Local knowledge is of huge value: Who to involve?, What has gone before? What 
might be the key local issues? What ‘baggage’ might exist?

- Preparation pays off: ‘’It brings people – the right people with the right attitudes.’’ 
‘’It wasn’t just about getting bums on seats.’’

- Setting expectation – so that people know what they are attending and why…

- Ensuring access

- Designing the ‘inputs’ and allocating time

- Facilitating ‘good’ engagement

- Setting the vision and tone. Building confidence amongst participants (‘’There was a 
buzz as soon as you walked in.’’)

- Minding the participants

- Mapping out an agenda for how and when the next steps will be progressed.

- Momentum, momentum, momentum.
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Some further recommendations…
- Foster local ownership 

- Pre-planning and Post follow up

- Design to provide appropriate balance on the day

- Place Workshop Report as standing item on governance group agenda

- Further networking of ICP OP and AF Prog at local levels (Huge dividends available)

- It’s an ‘investment’ so will require some (modest) budget

- Principle of co-production to carry thru entire process esp. involvement of older people

- Atmosphere / Tone / Vision / Clarity

- Importance of local over national data

- Facilitators – Critical role to play  

- Follow up communications for all: Make developments (or barriers to same) known

- Consider need to strengthen NGO + private sector voice

- Are we measuring the things that matter most to older people?

- Can we involve older people within commissioning groups?
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